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We only have one planet and we should all do our part to ensure that its protected by combining our 

modern ways of living with a deeper respect and understanding of what nature provides. 

Environmental Conservation understand that the way we live is a reflection of how we fell about the 

natural world, and our everyday habits show how much we truly value all the things that the earth gives us. 

There is much to do when it comes to rebuilding and protecting what is left of natural resources and 

the biodiversity within our ecosystem. Environmental conservation is an umbrella term that defines anything 

we do to protect our planet and conserve its natural resources so that every living thing can have an improved 

quality of life. Conservation works in two ways. It is meant to protect nature by protecting vital resources, and 

it is also a way of living that works against the irresponsible practices of business and large corporation. 

Environmental Conservation comes from many forms and reminds us to be mindful of daily choices. 

No matter how busy your life may be, It remains fairly easy to make small, yet necessary changes for good of 

the earth. 

If we all took little steps, We would make our day towards major progress. We must also remember to 

recycle and dispose of chemicals property so that the ground and water bodies are not poisoned. 

The Environmental is vital to our well being and every element should be protected. The tress, the seas 

and the ground, These three elements are necessary for our existence, and there are still more parts of nature 

that we need to protect. This is why large number of conservation must done to protect the environment. 

Planting trees is another important aspect because it aids for food sources and medicinal properties that is 

only tree can provide. As the tree grow, they protect soil from harsh weather conditions and protect us from 

excess of carbon dioxide and some other additional ways of environmental conservation are 

1. Stop Smoking : If you dont smoke, you lessen air pollution and improve your lung health. 

2. Change the way you clean the house : use sustainably made items or natural products that aren’t 

made of dangerous chemicals. 

3. Conserve Water : In houses we have to conserve water by many ways like limited use of water to 

wash clothes and dishes and collecting the rainwater. 

4. Avoid the use of plastic and water bottles and paper so often, Anything you do use that is recyclable 

be sure to dispose it properly. 

At last we have to protect the environment. Environment have gone up at an alarming rate. As our 

actions have been not in favour of protecting this planet, We have seen natural disasters striking us 

more often in the form of flash floods, tsunamis and cyclones.                                                                             
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